
 

 

 
 

Printec Group is the prime provider of technology solutions that focus on transaction automation in 17 countries, 

mainly in Central & Eastern Europe.  Recruiting, developing and rewarding talent is central to our People Excellence 

philosophy. We always invest in our people’s growth and we have achieved to create and sustain a supportive 

environment, which embraces diversity and encourages openness, teamwork and loyalty. 

With us, you will have the opportunity to work on innovative projects and technologies, in a fast-paced 

international business environment, while developing your skills and competencies to achieve your personal goals 

and career aspirations. 

 

 

Responsibilities: 

 Software Customisation on embedded systems environment (NCR ATM) 

 Responsible for operating Systems Applications and Systems Software testing and debugging 

 Technical Documentation writing for design and implementation purpose 

 Translate application storyboards and use cases into functional applications 

 Design, build, and maintain efficient, reusable, and reliable C# code 

 Ensure the best possible performance, quality, and responsiveness of applications 

 Identify bottlenecks and bugs, and devise solutions to these problems 

 Help maintain code quality, organization, and automatization 

 

                  Requirements: 

 Master Degree in Computer Science or related field is a plus  

 Experience with either of the following technologies is considered as advantage  

C#, C++, ASP .NET, MS SQL SERVER, .Net framework, .asp .net MVC, .ASP .net webapi 

Transact-SQL (t-sql), Databases, SQL reporting services, JSON, OO Programming 

Javascript, Xml, Soap, wcf, windows services, UML 

               Advantage would be: 

 Problem solving and analytical skills 

 Business awareness and creativity would be an advantage 

 Experience with banking technologies, transaction processing and applications for self-service equipment 

 Extensive knowledge of technical and business concepts applied to complex programming assignments  

 Experience with ATM and PoS systems (NCR and Verifone is a plus)                                                                                                          

    

Candidates with the above competencies please send your CV, in English, referring the job title, to the following 

hr_rb@printecgroup.com  

 SW ENGINEER 

See what our people say about us 

We are social:  

mailto:hr_rb@printecgroup.com
http://www.printecgroup.com/en/careers/working-for-printec/what-our-people-say-about-us.html
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGXQ8VGxyfHvjEDr0-APIDw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGXQ8VGxyfHvjEDr0-APIDw
https://plus.google.com/113234520571074842482
https://plus.google.com/113234520571074842482

